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New free scam stopper protects your phone automatically wherever you are

The new automatic scam stopper allows you to get rid of scam calls instantly and efficiently regardless of
geographical location, government or service provider. Users report scam calls directly from their phones.
Thus everyone protects everybody.

SHERIDAN, Wyo. - Jan. 18, 2019 - PRLog -- A year passed full of challenges and rewarding
achievements for the Reverd automatic scam stopper. Beside a successful migration of the entire system
with sophisticated databases achieving exceptional performance they did more to protect phones
automatically from rising scam calls. Unlike any other app it is a global system, efficient and affordable for
everyone to enjoy clear, friendly, scam-free communications. What are the differences?

"Unlike other similar applications including True Caller, we do not collect private information. Your
private data is safe. Our business is to protect your phone and your info, not to steal it." - says company's
CEO Mark McCoy.

"Unlike other applications we do not use complicated algorithms or scoring and we do not have the red and
green buttons because they are not needed. You don't need to look at the phone or decide, to accept the call
or not. Instead you just stay focused on whatever you are doing and will never know that the bad guys were
trying to call you.

Reverd system uses the most instant and reliable scam reporting directly from the "pain point"; the victim
hit by scammers reports directly from their phone the moment it happens. Even a single report is a scam.
Period! Therefore, we do not use scoring and we do not use terms like "possible scam". A call is either
scam (if reported) or a normal call. It's that simple." - says CEO Mark McCoy.

"Unlike other applications, including Nomorobo, we provide zero seconds immediate interception of
incoming scam calls. That means total silence. There is not even a single ring from a harassing caller. So,
there is no disturbance, no annoyance and no anger. https://reverd.com/app/

With the reverd app you will forget about scammers and they will forget your phone number. That's it. The
app is free and fully functional, because we believe that everyone has the right for clear friendly
communications to connect with family, friends and business partners. Our app does not display annoying
ads. It is pure, clear and seamless protection for your phone. It is a kind of "Get it and forget it" application,
that works everywhere even without Internet connection.

Don't take our words for granted. Download and try the app. It is free. Then take a minute and post a
review. Users' reviews are extremely important for the vitality of the app. Reviews are seen as a proof that
people use it and want to make it better. Share your experience and recommendations. Thank you everyone
for your support and have a peaceful scam-free New Year."

The Reverd automatic phone scam stopper system is used in many countries around the world. The Reverd
team receives reported scam from Egypt, Israel, Russia, France, Italy, Brazil, Mexico, UK and many more
with the most scam reports coming from the U.S.A.
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It is unfortunate to see that scammers are targeting vulnerable groups of the community like the elderly,
veterans, sick people and even kids. That is unacceptable and must stop. Therefore the Reverd automatic
scam stopper system was created to help reduce the negative impact of the phone scam. The Reverd team is
proud to see it work. It is intelligent and efficient.

Members of the press and others who have additional questions about the contents of this press release are
encouraged to contact Mr. McCoy as provided below.

About Reverd.com:

Reverd.com is a global system to automatically stop unwanted harassing scam and robo-calls using crowd
reporting and a lightweight free app. Users report new scam calls instantly from their phones creating a
large global user-built database. Reported scams are eliminated on phones using the Reverd app reducing
stress and increasing productivity. This way everyone protects everybody.

For the latest reported scam and harassing numbers visit https://reverd.com/

Contact
Mark McCoy
***@reverd.com

--- End ---
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